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Jewelry Made With People

and the Earth in Mind

Gemstones take millions of years to form inside the crust of the Earth. In order to
extract them, people and machinery are often needed. The purpose of this report is

to communicate how the jewelry I create aims to support responsible mining
models and how my clients help promote conscious consumption.



Yogo Gulch, Montana

Mine site of Montana 

Yogo Sapphires



A Note From Alicia

2019 was a year for growth and transformation. Over the

course of the year my business underwent a successful

rebrand and I sought out certifications to support my

responsible claims. Although sustainability always informed

my brand, last year I solidified operational standards to make

business decisions that focused on the long-term positive

impacts of entire communities and the environment. In the

following report I set out to evaluate how my business is

meeting certain SDG's and where there's room to improve. 

 

It's no secret the mining industry contributes to climate

change - rather then quit we must all do our part to make

little changes that will create lasting progress. Looking

forward to 2020 I plan to measure my businesses carbon

footprint and work to become carbon neutral by investing in

Giant Kelp restoration projects along the coast of California,

my home state.

 

I will continue to engage with my peers in the jewelry

industry and share the knowledge I've acquired in hopes of

encouraging sustainability as a norm for operation. I am

thankful to share my values with my clients, fellow peers in

the industry, and partners around the globe who give me the

confidence to embark on this journey.

 

Thanks for being here and please enjoy this report! 

Alicia Arkwright, Chief Creative



Although I began creating 

electroformed jewelry in 2012 

it wasn't until 2015 that I opened my 

e-commerce shop under the name 

Pebble & Stone Jewelry.

2015

2016

2017

2018

Established sourcing relationships with small

mines around the US. The very

first being Erin from Spencer Opal Mines

in Idaho and Steven from Peridot 

Dreams in Arizona

Pebble & Stone Jewelry gains popularity growing

40% over 2016. A client's thoughts,

"Alicia is an amazing soul who puts all her passion 

into her handcrafted jewelry and you can feel it! I

purchased 3 rings so far and every time I fall more

in love with them." - Manuela F.

Pebble & Stone Jewelry was 1 of 12

shops featured in Etsy's Artist spotlight

series highlighting my jewelry process

and responsible sourcing practices.



2019

Rebranded from Pebble & Stone Jewelry to

Alicia Arkwright with intention of coming out

from behind a brand name. Commissioned

fellow peer to draw up new logo and define

brand guide. 

 

Became Fairmined Certified and streamlined

metal suppliers. All recycled silver and jewelry

components are sourced from Hoover & Strong

Harmony Metals. 

 

Learned lapidary skills, the art of gemstone

cutting. 90% of gemstones used are cut in-

house with the process documented and shared

with my clients.

 

Attended Chicago Responsible Jewelry

Conference and learned SDG implementation.

 

Gave back to blue carbon sequestration projects

to offset my business carbon footprint.

 

Began traveling by train to art shows outside of

200 mile radius of my home town.

 



SDG Reporting: Environmental Commitments

To offset business carbon footprint by investing in
blue carbon sequestration initiatives. To reduce
waste headed to the landfill by actively recycling
and reusing when possible.   

To encourage biodiversity along the California
Coast by donating 1% of profits to The Bay
Foundation who lead a Giant Kelp restoration
project. 



SDG Reporting: Environmental Measurements

$60
Donated to

The Bay Foundation

Carbon offset data
 coming in 2020

70%
of metal used is

 recycled and reused



SDG Reporting: Social Commitments

To source from women-owned businesses. To

communicate empowerment and compassion

through media materials. 

To source from indigenous communities. 

To ensure all sourcing partners have no 

child labor. To source from conflict-free mineral

mines.



SDG Reporting: Social Measurements

54
rings made from 

opals sourced 
from a woman-owned 

business

4 lbs
of Peridot sourced 

from the San Carlos 
Apache Reservation

445ct
of sapphire sourced 
from the Yogo Gulch

in Montana



SDG Reporting: Economic Commitments

To support a circular economy by encouraging

clients to send me their old jewelry to repurpose

into something new. To offer repair services for

jewelry not limited to those sold through my shop.

To work with Fairmined to source metal. To give

mining organizations incentives to become

economically, technologically and environmentally

viable enterprises in a responsible manner.



SDG Reporting: Economic Measurements

800g 
of silver sourced 
from Fairmined 

mines

3
Rings repaired 

from clients own
 jewelry stock

23
pieces of jewelry 

made from 
client-provided

minerals 



Organizations and Certifications




